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William Bennett and Michael Hague, the team that brought us the national bestseller The Children's

Book of Virtues, have once again collaborated to create The Children's Book of Heroes, a

beautifully illustrated celebration of heroic deeds, both real and fictional, that will delight and inspire

millions of young children and their parents.  "We all need a hero or two to help us stand fast and

think right," says William J. Bennett, author of The Book of Virtues, the #1 bestseller that millions of

American families turn to for moral inspiration. With excerpts chosen for young children, this new

treasury presents splendid tales of the valor and indomitable spirit that are a lasting testament to our

cherished values.  Jackie Robinson stands fast on the playing field -- and his strength of character

inspires a nation. David slays Goliath -- and his faith and bravery give hope to underdogs

everywhere. A little boy goes in search of an angel -- and finds one who guards him day and night:

his own mother. From Abraham Lincoln and Mother Teresa to warriors on the battlefield, real moms

and dads, and even young girls and boys, here are worthy and heroic figures all kids can look up to

and emulate.  The Children's Book of Heroes is a celebration of the endurance, sacrifice, courage,

and compassion that characterize truly heroic deeds.
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William J. Bennett and Michael Hague, having teamed together to produce the national bestseller



"The Children's Book of Virtues," now offer up "The Children's Book of Heroes," which celebrates

heroic deeds, both historical and fictional, as appropriate inspiration for children. Certainly it is

interesting to see the dozen-plus heroes, from Christopher Columbus and Jackie Robinson to the

legendary Sir Roland to a young girl named Tashira, who are presented in this volume.People might

be surprised as to how few religious and political figures are included in this volume given that

Bennett is the editor. For the former there are just the Biblical story of "David and Goliath," the story

of "Father Flanagan" of Boys Town, and "Mother Teresa" as the epitome of the modern-day

heroine. The only political figures, George Washington and Abraham Lincoln, appear in episodes

well before they each became president with "A Prayer at Valley Forge" and "Honest Abe"

respectively. However, one of the better aspects of this book is that some of the stories and poems

are not about famous people but rather about a mother ("About Angels"), dads ("Only a Dad"), and

even how kids can be heroes by putting themselves on the line for someone they love ("The Hero of

Indian Cliffs") and showing moral courage in order to avoiding temptation ("Our Heroes").Because of

my academic interest in mythology I was especially interest in the two classical myths that were

selected. The story of Theseus and "The Minotaur" is given as an example of doing the right thing

even when afraid of danger while the story of Oedipus and "The Sphinx" is used to remind us that

heroes use their brains.
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